
 

We offer a range of Vintage, 
Contemporary, Lifestyle and 

Traditional Frames. Alumini, Canvas 
Wraps and Floating Blocks. 

Vintage Frames 

Deco (F114) Satin Black and Satin White 

Choose exceptional vintage style for your wall art with the Deco frame. Featuring a raised 
profile, the moulding consists of a front facade which offers a floating appearance on top 
of a backing frame, with both combining to form the overall shape. 

Finished with clean straight lines around the outer edge, the Deco is available in satin 
black and satin white 

 



Heritage  (F124) Antique - Black - Dark Chocolate - French Grey - White 

An elegant wood frame, the Heritage features several small step drops leading to a deep 
recess with image inset. 

Complete with a subtle yet effective wood pattern, the Heritage is available in several 
colour finishes. 



Gosford (F132)  Satin Black - Satin White 

Heritage Frame. An elegant wood frame, the Heritage features several small step drops 
leading to a deep recess with image inset. 

Complete with a subtle yet effective wood pattern, the Heritage is available in satin black 
and satin white. 



Renaissance (F122) Antique Black/Bronze. - Antique Ivory 

Inject decadence, glamour and timelessness into any interior with the Renaissance Frame 
from the Vintage collection. 

Featuring elegant detailing with an aged-effect finish, the Renaissance Frame is sure to 
add beauty to your home. 

 



Contemporary Frames 

Contour (F129).  Chalk - Matt Black 

A modern-day frame that adds elegance to any room, the Contour frame features 
smooth, sleek and contoured curves in a black and white finishes with several mount 
layout options.  



Lifestyle Frames 

Attic (F103).  Black - Black/Silver - Gunmetal - Oak - Tobacco - Wenge  

With a delicate inner edge defining the look, the Attic Frame encompasses a beautiful 
blend of simple style with a subtle grain pattern . 



Harbour (F140) Dark Expresso - Whitewash 

Get the best of both worlds with the Harbour Frame combining a soft, smooth surface 
with a subtle wood effect, this frame offers delicate style to any interior. 
The Harbour embodies clean design with a sophisticated look and is available in Dark 
Expresso - Whitewash 



�  



Traditional Frames 

Cambridge  Plus (F113)  Brass/Bronze Distressed - Champagne Chrome/Black. 
Champagne/Brass Distressed 

Chrome/Black Distressed Gradient - Chrome/Black Gradient 

Choose an opulent look that never loses its appeal with the Cambridge Plus Frame. 
Embodying glamour, the Cambridge Plus has a subtle recessed inner frame. 
Available in a range of options, each frame features a two-tone metallic finish. 



Alumni -  A Wall Product with real impact 

Make images pop with the latest in high definition metal print technology. Robust, 
waterproof and scuff resistant, the Alumini creates an eye-catching metal wall art feature in 
any environment. 

Please note that due to the natural materials used in the Alumini, imperfections in the 
aluminium surface may be visible through the image. 



Art PanelAr 
Art Panel 
 
Images are photographically printed on quality Fuji DP2 paper maximum contrast, are 
laminated and come in a Satin finish with UV protection. 

Available in four formats and 62 sizes, each lightweight and slimline Art Panel 
comes with an industry-leading black edge band around the panels providing a subtle 
finished seal. 

The Art Panel has a metal plate fixing on the back allowing you to hang it effortlessly while 
rubber bumpers are included so it sits evenly on any wall. 



Art Panel Multi 

Our Art Panel Multi heralds a move from single panels to your choice of up to 
nine grouped Art Panels in a single Wall Product. 

Each layout is available in three sizes: Small, Medium and Large and can be ordered in a 
two, three, four, five, seven and nine multi panel mosaic. 

Panel images are photographically printed on Fuji DP2 paper channeling maximum 
contrast, laminated and come with a Satin finish with UV protection. 

An industry-leading black edge band around the panels provides a professional 
and subtle finished seal. 



Fine Art Canvas Wrap 

Available in sizes from 12 x 6” to 30 x 12” 

An array of options means fine art prints have never looked so good.  

Using state-of-the-art print technology, the durable yet delicate Fine Art Wrap sits flush 
with the wall. 

With a depth of 35mm, creates a beautiful wall mounted piece of art.  



Floating Blocks 

Floating Block features up to nine image blocks against a back panel. 
Opt for a solid black or white block colour finish to the back panel or 
choose from a wide collection of preset design templates. 

 


